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Success Story - Stephanie Allison Over eight years ago, Stephanie Allison was diagnosed with end-
stage kidney disease and had to undergo dialysis three times per week for a year. But she had
always had a strong heart, and since her diagnosis, she was able to work full-time as a paralegal in
the legal department of a Fortune 500 law firm, while still going to dialysis. Despite her busy
schedule, she had always felt an extreme urgency to do a meaningful charity on behalf of someone
who needed it. Stephanie is blessed with many qualities: a strong drive, a sense of empathy, a knack
for connecting with others, a love for helping and a strong work ethic. So when her kidney disease
was diagnosed, she decided to make a difference. And she does this by making arrangements for
lifesaving and even spiritual home dialysis machines to be delivered to locations around the world
where patients have limited access to quality home dialysis. Stephanie had heard of Parkland Health
& Hospital System through her work and the family connection; she grew up in Euless and attended
Trinity Lutheran and Holy Trinity Catholic high schools there. So she was excited to hear that the
dialysis machines needed for her charity, Transplant Unlimited, would be manufactured at Parkland
Hospital, which was one of the 50 hospitals chosen nationwide to be a part of the Parkland Health &
Hospital System for the Legacy of Hope initiative. After a successful order, Stephanie learned that
Parkland, was able to deliver the dialysis machines to clients in only two to three weeks, as opposed
to the months it takes for the equipment to be manufactured elsewhere. “Having dialysis machines
delivered to where they are needed the most, is a huge difference. I truly believe that the machines,
in turn
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0395018/11100-00015500 12/11/10 04:01 AM posted on Mon 11/10/10 04:01 AM By BELTAI TV AND
JUICE PIE ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY.Q: Angular2: Listbox not displaying selected value I have a

simple component: import { Component, Input, Output, EventEmitter, forwardRef } from
'@angular/core'; @Component({ selector: 'query-spec-expanded-menu', templateUrl: './query-spec-

expanded-menu.component.html', styleUrls: ['./query-spec-expanded-menu.component.scss'],
animations: [ trigger('expand', [ state('expanded', style({ visibility: 'hidden', opacity: 0 })) ]) ] })

export class QuerySpecExpandedMenuComponent { @Input() item: any; @Output() expand = new
EventEmitter(); @Output() menuClick = new EventEmitter(); isExpanded = false; menuText: string;

itemText: string; constructor() { } setMenuText(text: string) { this.menuText = text; }
toggleMenu(item: any) { this.itemText = item.text; this.menuText = ''; this 6d1f23a050
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